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Fukushima Reactor 4 -- a Ticking NUCLEAR Time Bomb
by staff report via radium - CommonDreams Wednesday, May 23 2012, 10:51pm
international / environment / other press

If reactor 4 goes, which is highly likely, then the fallout radiation would become a very
significant INTERNATIONAL problem, notwithstanding its immediate lethal effects on
Japan.

Whether the spent fuel pool at Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant Unit 4 can withstand another strong
earthquake has become a growing concern around the world.

The greatest concerns among activists, experts and politicians focus on the severely damaged Unit
4, which contains most of the plant's spent fuel, Stars and Stripes - the official newspaper of the
United States Armed Forces - reported Wednesday.

After the 9-magnitude earthquake and tsunami, an investigative report by the Rebuild Japan
Initiative Foundation, an independent think tank started to investigate the causes of the plant
disaster, cited among risks a loss of cooling water in Unit 4.

“If the cooling water supply is lost to the high-level radioactive waste storage pool in Unit 4, it could
be just a matter of hours before the irradiated nuclear fuel is on fire,” warned Kevin Kamps,
radioactive waste specialist at Beyond Nuclear.

"Loss of containment in any of these pools, especially the pool at Unit 4, which has the highest
inventory of hottest fuel, could result in an even greater release of radiation than the initial
incident," US Sen. Ron Wyden, (D-OR) said.

Left exposed, the spent nuclear fuel could superheat and melt, releasing a massive amount of
radiation, Stars and Stripes reported.

* * *

Stars & Stripes reports:

Concerns Grow Over Stability of Japan Nuclear Plant

http://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/earthquake-disaster-in-japan/concerns-grow-over-stability-of-japan-nuclear-plant-1.178053
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As the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant crisis escalated in March 2011, Japan Prime Minister Naoto
Kan secretly requested a worst-case scenario from the chairman of the Japan Atomic Energy
Commission.

Two weeks later, Kan received a document that projected possible dire consequences for the four
reactors damaged as a result of the magnitude 9.0 earthquake and tsunami, according to a recent
investigative report by the Rebuild Japan Initiative Foundation, an independent think tank founded
to probe the causes of the plant disaster. Among the risks was a loss of cooling water in Unit 4,
which houses most of the plant’s spent fuel that is not in secure dry casks. The fuel, if left exposed,
would superheat and melt, releasing a massive amount of radiation.

The “worst” didn’t transpire then, but a growing chorus of activists, experts and politicians is now
raising alarm about the durability of Unit 4’s cooling pool in the event of another strong earthquake.

Tokyo Electric Power Co., which operates the plant, has stated on its website that the holding pool in
Unit 4 is sound and that the building could withstand an earthquake the magnitude of the March 11,
2011, quake. But that hasn’t quelled calls for greater efforts to empty and secure Unit 4.

In April, U.S. Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore. — a member of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources — visited the plant. He told MSNBC during an April 17 interview that he asked to inspect
it because there wasn’t enough information getting out to the public about the cleanup.

“I do think this is something that has to be addressed quickly,” he told MSNBC. “The utility
company, called Tepco, has a 10-year plan for essentially moving the spent fuel rods to dry casks,
dry storage. That, in my view, must be sped up because if another earthquake or tsunami hits, it
could be very, very damaging and possibly more radiation than earlier.”

In letters to Gregory Jaczko, chairman of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission; Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton; and Energy Secretary Steven Chu, Wyden asked them to identify any support
that could be offered to the Japanese to secure the plant’s spent fuel.

On the heels of Wyden’s visit, 72 Japan-based organizations sent a petition to U.N. Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon requesting international help. The petition asks the U.N. to organize a summit
to consider the future of Unit 4 and to establish an independent team to coordinate international
assistance.

The petition was endorsed by several former Japanese diplomats and nuclear energy experts.

“We’re not saying that it’s going to collapse at this very moment,” said Aileen Mioko Smith,
executive director of the Kyoto-based group Green Action, one of the signatories. “We’re just very
concerned that with enough earthquake motion that pool will collapse.”

Ikko Nakatsuka, senior vice minister of reconstruction, said he is considering the call for
international assistance.

“I want to gather knowledge from around the world, and I’m not rejecting international
cooperation,” he said during a press conference Monday at the Foreign Correspondents Club in
Tokyo. [...]

Robert Alvarez, a former policy adviser to the U.S. secretary of energy and now a scholar at the
Institute for Policy Studies, endorsed the U.N. petition.
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“The U.S. should be doing more to provide technical and materiel assistance, especially helping to
provide more dry casks,” Alvarez wrote in an email interview. “The U.S. Energy department has a
considerable amount of experience for the past 20+ years and has been spending $6 billion/yr to
stabilize and remediate the huge mess left behind from the nuclear arms race at dozens of sites in
the U.S.”

Alvarez said he’s not suggesting a “hurry-up approach” in securing the spent fuel in Unit 4. He
advocates putting as much of the spent fuel as possible into dry, hardened storage casks – an
“unprecedented” challenge given the existing damage to the building.

He estimates it would take several years and about 244 casks at roughly $1 million apiece to secure
the 1,535 fuel assemblies.
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